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KORREK PRO CERAMIC TFC
New generation coatings
KORREK PRO CERAMIC TFC coatings are designed for car care 
professionals. The products represent totally new ceramic TFC 
(Thin Film Coating) technology, which is developed in Finland. 
CERAMIC TFC coating forms a layer on the car paint surface that 
is extremely durable, glassy and yet elastic.

CERAMIC TFC coating provides the car with a deep and long 
lasting gloss and protects the paintwork effectively from wear. 
Treated surface effectively deflects e.g. water, dirt, and oils. 
Treatment protects the paint surface of the car against road salt 
and withstands solvent wash superbly. After treatment with 
CERAMIC TFC the car is much easier to keep clean and there is 
no need to wax the car any more.

For a new car, mechanical restoration of the car paintwork is 
usually not required, but with a used car it’s needed almost 
without exception. Consult your KORREK PRO workshop.

      CERAMIC TFC CURE is a ceramic elastomer
    coating with a totally new chemical 

composition containing silicon and polymer compounds.

The incredible gloss, hydrophobicity, and wear resistance of CURE 
coating are absolute top class on the market. CURE protects the 
paintwork of your car in an unprecedented way even after years.

With average car use the CURE coating will last up to 5 years.
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CERAMIC TFC treatment protects the paintwork against:

- UV radiation
- Road salt and tar
- Chemicals, also hydrocarbon based, 

and other solvents
- Oils, acids and bases
- High temperatures
- Organic contaminants
- Scratches

For more information about CERAMIC TFC coatings contact KORREK 
PRO dealer. Contact Information can be found at: www.korrek.fi

Berner Oy, established 1883, is a Finnish family company with a good 
financial standing and high-quality Finnish and international brands. 
Our product development and production facilities are located in 
Finland, with subsidiaries in Sweden and Baltic countries. For more 
information visit: www.berner.fi

KORREK PRO CERAMIC TFC coating forms a protective layer on the 
car paint surface that is very shiny, durable and easy to keep clean.

    CERAMIC TFC PRO QUARTZ is extremely  
    hard and durable ceramic coating that 

which can withstand the comparison to any of the best coatings 
on market. The lacquer-like and shiny surface provides an efficient 
protection to car paintwork even for several years. PRO QUARTZ is 
ideal also for all plastic surfaces of the car.

With average car use the PRO QUARTZ coating will last up to 
2-3 years.

      CERAMIC TFC NANOSEAL 4K is a ceramic  
      coating that effectively protects all painted,  
      plastic, and metal surfaces. The product is 

also suitable for protecting matt and glossy taping. Treated surface 
deflects water, dirt, and oils and protects against corrosive agents 
and UV radiation.

With average car use the NANOSEAL 4K coating will last up to 
1-2 years.




